GLOBAL TOILET TRAIL Instructions/ Crib Sheet.

**Mission:** Travel the Global Toilet Trail to discover the power of poo; the world’s wonderful ways of going to the loo; discuss the value of precious resources like water and cultural differences like squat toilets and singing toilets (so no one can hear you plop!)

On route you will discover how different people live around the world, just how important toilets and vote on your favourite one!

Find out where people around the world go to the toilet and which is the best at doing their very important job of stopping germs from spreading!

**Instructions**

1. Take children on the Global Toilet Trail around the world (large card sheets), you could use the cards, markers and dice. The toilet trail is designed to print in AO, it should print in 6 sheets of A3 which you can stick together to get the full effect.
2. Read the fun facts on each different toilet – discuss pros & cons for each using the facts and question prompts.
3. Look out for any differences between the toilets, are they all the same?
4. You must decide and justify which you think is the **best** toilet in the world is (place your star on the one you like the best?). To help you decide, use these ideas:
   - **Hygiene:** How clean the toilet is / how good is this toilet at stopping germs from spreading?
   - **Safety:** Does the toilet have a door? Can you fall into the toilet? What do we want from a toilet?
   - **World Worry:** Does the toilet use water? Does it help people in any way? Does it help solve any global issues?

5. You must be able to say why your chosen toilet is the best
   - Which was the most hygienic toilet?
   - Which was the most useful toilet?
   - Why do you think we have different toilets around the world?
   - What is our ideal toilet? *(Follow up/ design our ideal toilets)*

**Resources:**

- A4 Toilet Facts and Pictures Cards
- AO Map of the World
- Gold stars for choosing favourite toilet?